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 Steel Wheel Color Options

Zinc Phosphate
Pre-Treatment

Epoxy E-Coat with 
Best-in-Class 
Sharp Edge Protection

Proprietary 
Powder Coat

Powder Coat
Finally, we spray on an exacting application of our 
premium powder coat, formulated exclusively for 
Accuride to meet the tough demands of the heavy 
truck environment.

Zinc Phosphate
It all starts with our unique formula of tri-metal 
zinc phosphate – the same fundamental high-
performance chemistry used by leading automakers 
– which prepares the metal for maximum adhesion.

Epoxy E-coat
Next, we apply our best-in-class cathodic epoxy 
electrocoat (e-coat) optimized for sharp edge and 
overall corrosion protection.  

Steel Armor options

PK Powder Topcoat White 

Ex: 50487PKWHT21

PK Powder Topcoat Gray
Ex: 50487PKGRY21

PK Powder Topcoat Black
Ex: 50487PKBLK21

Paint Options  Color

Custom colors not available with Steel Armor proprietary process.

Steel Armor™ solves your wheel-corrosion headache.  Think premium rust protection.  More miles of service over the life of your 
wheels.  A superior finish that looks great and lasts longer, reducing maintenance costs.  Our proprietary powder coat process and 
technology makes all this possible. And it comes with a standard five year warranty(1)! Only from Accuride.   

Additional color options

PK Powder Topcoat Silver
Ex: 50487PKSL21

PK Powder Topcoat Red
Ex: 50487PKRED22

PK Powder Topcoat Yellow
Ex: 50487PKYEL21

PK Topcoat Color
Any color available

Paint Options  Color

1 Accuride warrants Steel Armor™ to be free of rust damage for sixty (60) months from the date of manufacture indicated on the wheel. Consult your Accuride sales representative for full warranty description.

Custom colors
In addition to industry leading corrosion performance on select Steel Armor steel wheels, Accuride is able to offer standard size 
steel wheels in ANY color of your choice. Please contact your Accuride Sales Representative to ensure custom color matching 
and to confirm price and lead time. 


